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Introduction When you were selected for GCIP you joined 
a program that has big ambitions for you.

Some of those lessons might seem counter-intuitive:

For example, we recommend that you not rely on your own intuitions:

You might have correctly identified a huge market for 
your exciting new product. But until you validate your 
assumptions, you can’t know whether you’re right. We 

will encourage you not to sell, but to interview potential 
customers to establish whether they agree that you 

have solved their problems and they trust you and your 
solution enough to buy from you.

Your mission 
should you choose to accept it – is to build a company that’s world 
class. A company that could grow to national and international scale. 
One that could make a significant economic and environmental 
difference for your country and for the world.

Our mission 
is to help you get there. 
To do this, GCIP recommends that you take on board some of the 
lessons exposed by the huge number of successful (and unsuccessful) 
startups that have gone before you.

GCIP-Ukraine Entrepreneur Manual 
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You might have customers reaching out to you from everywhere. We will recommend that you listen 
carefully to what they have to say, but that you initially address small markets, not individual cus-
tomers. In fact, we’ll recommend that you first choose one market – the easiest possible market that 
you can identify – and work relentlessly to dominate it before you then go on to tackle other small 
markets, carefully and deliberately.

Yes, you can and should write down what you learn, but don’t develop plans based solely on your 
assumptions and the encouraging words of your family and friends.

Nevertheless, you’ll want to start communicating your ideas from the earliest stages. Great 
inventions seldom flourish in a vacuum. Well before you’ve figured everything out, we and others, 
including potential investors and partners, need to understand your thinking. We need to hear your 
theories about who might buy your product, and how you plan to find them. We must have some 
understanding about how your technology works and why it can’t easily be copied. We must hear 
about your competition, details of your financial plan, how much money you need to grow your 
business and how you will use it. And we need to understand your long-term ambitions.

Which brings us to the heart of this guide. 

Standards for startup presentations just like business 
strategy and validation, have developed over time. 

This booklet gives you some of the key elements we’re 
looking for in every GCIP presentation.

So you’ll need to 

present your ideas – 

clearly and compellingly

We will recommend that you NOT chase all the opportunities you 
stumble across, but make choices:

And we will recommend that you NOT make a detailed plan before 
you start doing this investigative work:

MODULE #5
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Presentation Fundamentals

Simple1
2
3

Exciting

Validated

Most fundamentally, we are looking 
for presentations that are:

Let’s take each of these in turn:

1

2

3

The first goal of your presentation is to grab your audience’s attention. You might feel good 
about making a presentation that’s so complicated that only a PhD expert in your field will 
understand it. But, unless your audience is all industry experts, a highly academic presentation 
isn’t going to grab anyone.

Your second goal: to build enthusiasm. No investor will make a financial commitment to you 
unless he/she feels emotionally engaged with what you’re doing, and with you.

Third, you must tell us what you’ve done to verify, negate or modify what you assumed when 
you started on this journey. There’s no shame in telling us that you imagined one thing but 
discovered another – in fact, investors and judges are likely to be impressed if you tell us why 
and how you changed course based on market feedback.

Simple

Exciting

Validated

GCIP-Ukraine Entrepreneur Manual 
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Presenting 
to Investors

While there are certainly differences, we recom-
mend that you initially build a common set of pre-
sentation tools that can be adapted for different 
circumstances. While the pitches you will prepare 
based on this guide and the GCIP training pro-
gramme are perhaps primarily suited to private in-
vestors (particularly angels and venture capitalists) 
your goal should be to stick to these recommen-
dations as you develop materials for anyone inter-
ested in providing capital for your venture.

Do all investors think and act the same?
Of course not.

Angel investors
Social/impact investors

Venture capitalists
Grant makers

Strategic investors

We usually think 

about the following 

FIVE TYPES 

of investor:

1
2

3
4

5

These groups overlap. 

For example, impact investors could certainly be angels or venture capitalists, and grant makers 
(who are not strictly investors) might also think in similar ways.

In other words, keep your presentation simple, ex-
citing and validated apply in our experience to all 
these different groups in equal measure. Some en-
trepreneurs instead choose a long-form academic 
format with 30+ slides riddled with jargon. It’s sel-
dom a formula for success.

MODULE #5
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During your participation in GCIP, you will develop and refine a set of 
materials typically expected by an investor. Even if you’re not looking 
for investment capital, this is a useful starting point: do this right and 
these materials will compel you to figure out your business fundamen-
tals, including benefits to customers and your reasons for engaging 
certain partners.

Elevator pitch

Investor pitch

Executive summary

The most common investor presentation 
formats are:

GCIP-Ukraine Entrepreneur Manual 
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Here’s our recommended outline of what you should cover in those few precious seconds:

CLEAR  - so your audience understands what you do

EXCITING  -  so they want to hear more

VALIDATED  - include facts and figures that show you’re for real

What you do 
(bold statement)

How you’re different (unlike …)

The elevator pitch is a short, impactful introduction 
to your business.

The idea is that you walk into an elevator one day and 
find yourself face to face with your dream investor. 
The door closes, and you have 30 seconds before you 
reach the 10th floor.

REMEMBER, your pitch needs to be:

What do you say? How do you get 
him/her excited in just a few mo-
ments about meeting you for coffee 
to hear more about your phenome-
nal startup?

Get ready for these moments, because during 
and after GCIP you are likely to come across 
opportunities just like this.

Why customers will buy your product 
(including short problem/solution statement)

How you will make money

MODULE #5
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Remember also to include the name of your 
company or at least the name of your product1.

We make equipment that’s used to trim trees

LeafZap makes the world’s first automated tree trimmer. Unlike conven-
tional trimmers, you simply attach it to a tree and it trims the branches 
automatically. 

Tree trimming is expensive and dangerous: LeafZap saves least two 
hours of labour per tree and completely eliminates the risk of falling. 100 
million trees need to be trimmed each year in this country alone. 

We already have a big order from a local retailer, and we expect to sell a 
million units over the next five years.

Leafzap makes the world’s first automated tree trimmer

might be clear, but it’s not 
very exciting.

A full elevator pitch might look like this:

is more compelling.

1 Don’t name your product differently from your company unless there’s a very strong reason (which is almost never the case). It’s hard enough 
for a startup to establish one brand in a market. 
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“LeafZap makes the world’s 
first automated tree trimmer.”

“Tree trimming is expensive and dangerous: LeafZap 
saves least two hours of labour per tree and complete-
ly eliminates the risk of falling.”

“Unlike conventional trimmers, 
you simply attach it to a tree 
and it trims the branches auto-
matically.”

Clear, exciting, validated. Remember do not talk about yourself, talk about the investors (person, 
company) and how you can help them.

“100 million trees need to be trimmed each year in this 
country alone. We already have a big order from a local 
retailer, and we expect to sell a million units over the 
next five years.”

What we do: Why customers will buy:

How we’re different: How we will make money:

ONE MINUTE PITCH

Currently we have CURRENT STATE OF PRODUCT, TEAM, OR COMPANY4

We complete in the growing DEFINRD MARKET

DEFINED VALUE

market, which last year was a

value market.

2

We are looking for THE ASK WHAT YOU WOULD DO WITH THE ASKto help us5

My company NAME OF COMPANY

A DEFINED AUDIENCE SOLVE A PROBLEM

A DEFINED OFFERING

SECRET SAUCE

is developing

with

to help1

We are similar to COMPETITOR 1 COMPETITOR 2

ONE KEY DIFFERENTIATOR

and but we,3
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Investor Pitch

Your investor pitch is an important summary of the key aspects of your busi-
ness, building on the same themes as your elevator pitch. A good investor 
pitch adds more details and more excitement to what you do and how you do 
it, underscores why you’re different, further explains who will buy your prod-
uct and why, and clarifies how you will make money.

The investor pitch is both steak and sizzle: 
you must appeal to both HEAD and HEART.
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Structuring Your Presentation 
(12-13 Slide GCIP Format) 

The specified 12-13 slides in the recommended 
GCIP slide deck reflect our experience of what an 
investor is likely to expect in your deck. You might 
choose add an element of surprise by changing 
things up – but start by ensuring that you have at 
least covered everything listed in the 13 slides be-
low. Typically investors expect to see a slide deck 
of no more than 12-13 slides (excluding back-up 
slides used in the Q&A discussion, title slide and 
closing slide). 

Cover your technology in enough detail for your audience to understand that you 
have something truly special, but keep out the jargon and make sure that you ex-
plain your business, not just your technology.

The GCIP Academy training has discussed exactly what should be included on each slide 
and how to obtain this information by working sequentially though the customer dis-
covery process, the GCIP worksheets and the GCIP business elements. Every slide should 
contain information that has been validated 

Remember that clarifying your marketing strategy is key. And throughout you must show ev-
idence of validation: who has validated your technology, and how? What have experts and real 
customers told you, and how have you adjusted your plans based on their input?

Remember, play your strongest cards early. You 
only have one chance to make a first impression. 
Be sure to include a bold statement in your ti-
tle slide that immediately differentiates you. And 
if you have a particularly talented, experienced, 
qualified team, pull your team slide much closer to 
the beginning. Similarly, if your environmental im-
pact is key to the success of your venture, this slide 
should be presented much earlier in the deck. 

!
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Name of Company, presenter and an image or images. 

What are the key activities (e.g. development, 
manufacturing, sales, service) of your business?

What is your big and bold statement? 

E.g. We are the only company in the world pro-
ducing high performance vehicle tires from 100% 
waste plastic 

Quantify the "big" pain that your product 
addresses and demonstrate the customer 
discovery interviews/research that you have 
undertaken. Highlight the economic, social 
and environmental pain and whom it specif-
ically impacts.    

What is your solution and how 
does it specifically address the 
pain of target customers?

The Title Slide

Slide 1 - Business Description / Overview 

Slide 2 - Problem (Pain) Slide 3 - Solution  

Show the results of customer valida-
tion and research. 

GCIP-Ukraine Entrepreneur Manual 



What are the most likely customer segments/sub-segments that have the Pain and will buy 
your product?

What is the "low hanging fruit" sub-segment most likely to buy your product soonest?   

What are the second and third adjacent segments that you can penetrate relatively easily 
after the Beachhead?

How big is the market opportunity? Total Potential--not your forecast--Sales (Price x Units) 
from Beachhead and Adjacent Segments.

How will you build sales from 1 to 5 to 50 to 500? 

What evidence do you have of traction to date?

What possible partners can take you international? 
Global?

Who provides alternative solutions and why will the 
beachhead segment buy your product instead of the al-
ternatives?

What is your clear competitive advantage?

Slide 4 - Market Size / Growth 

Slide 5 - Go-to-Market Plan

Slide 6 - Competition 

15MODULE #5
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What specifically does the Product do? How do all of the product features help to to address 
the customer’s biggest Pain?

What is the roadmap for additional features and products?

If you have a pilot customer or initial installations provide a very brief but compelling case 
study. 

How does the Technology enable the Product to address the Pain better than alternative 
solutions? Is the IP patentable? How do you know it is?

Is the Product prototyped to customer's satisfaction? Ready to Pilot?

What is the net social and environmental impact from use of your product or service?

What is the net social and environmental impact from manufacturing and delivering your 
product or service?

How does your calculated net environmental and social impact compare with industry norms 
and competitors?

Do your social and environmental benefits provide competitive advantages through access 
to regulated markets or the green procurement of governments and major corporations?

Slide 7 - Product 

Slide 8 - Technology 

Slide 9 - Social & Environmental Impact 

GCIP-Ukraine Entrepreneur Manual 
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Do any current and potential social and environmental regulations provide challenges or 
opportunities for your venture?

Which of the United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) do you make a signif-
icant contribution?

Your business model slide explains how you will make money, and highlights your revenue 
model. How many streams of revenue will you have, and how will your customers pay you? 
What can you do to maximize the lifetime value per customer?

Map graphically your business model and show clearly how your alignment with customers 
and partners drives revenue generation. 

Indicate how your business model has been validated. 

Slide 10 - Business Model

Who are the team members that will en-
sure you achieve the major milestones? 

What identified gaps do you have in the 
team and how will you fill them?

Slide 11 - Team   

MODULE #5
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What are your most critical milestones? 

What funds will they require? Where will you get the funds?

What are your forecast revenues from your Beachhead Segment? 

From Adjacent Segments? Production costs? Gross Margin? Marketing & Sales costs? Net 
Margin? Cash Position?

Final slide with your contact details 

Slide 12 - Critical Milestones / Funding Needs

Slide 13 - 3-year P&L

The Closing Slide / Contact Details 

Additional back-up slides to be shown if needed 
during the post-presentation discussion could in-
clude: 

5-Year (or longer) Financial Forecasts 

Additional customer case studies

A breakdown of how investment funds will 
be used

GCIP-Ukraine Entrepreneur Manual 
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Tailoring your presentation for a specific 
audience 

Although the outline in the previous section of a 12-13 
slide presentation does hold true for many potential in-
vestor presentations, it may be necessary to change the 
order or expand specific sections to reflect the specific in-
terests and priorities for certain types of investors. Your 
initial focus should be on creating a common set of pres-
entation tools (e.g. slide deck, executive summary etc.) but 
you will then need to tailor these tools for your intended 
audience to deliver an effective presentation. 

Just as you would not try to sell to a potential cus-
tomer without understanding who they are and 
their needs, entrepreneurs should not present to 
investors without understanding their investment 
process, amounts, criteria, timing and portfolio.  
Typically, unprepared entrepreneurs waste con-
siderable time presenting to investors who could 
never invest in their startup, as there is a substan-
tial mismatch. For example, many VC investors may 
focus on very specific industry sectors and may 
have a very limited range on the type of initial in-
vestments they might make (e.g. $2-5m). Further-
more, many VC investors may have a requirement 

for portfolio companies to be within a very specif-
ic geographical area (e.g. San Francisco Bay Area). 
Often investment criteria is included on the VC 
fund’s own website and additional information can 
be gained from reviewing the fund’s list of portfo-
lio companies, conducting some online research or 
simply calling the investment fund directly. 

Once you have determined that the investment 
criteria of your expected audience meets your own 
needs, it important to adjust the standard GCIP 
presentation to highlight areas that are of particu-
lar importance to the targeted investor. 

MODULE #5
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For example

Impact investors 

Angel investors 

Strategic (corporate) investors 

Venture capital investors 

will be particularly interested in the social and environmental reporting. Consequently the 
Sustainability/Impact slide should come earlier and may need to be expanded to at least 
two slides. 

may be especially keen to understand the skill gaps in the team and how they could help 
to fill them either on an interim or ongoing basis. 

will have a particular interest in the readiness of technology, specific applications, current/
potential partners and competition. 
The primary interest may be how the technology could be easily applied to a specific busi-
ness need or business unit. Therefore the presentation should include an example case or 
projection that specifically covers this need. 

are likely to be particularly interested in the traction to date, market/growth estimates, go-
to-market plans and the team. In particular, VC investors will want to know how the start-
up intends to achieve considerable growth and dominant multiple markets. Many VC in-
vestors aim to achieve a ten times return on their investment and are therefore looking for 
startups that grow 10-20 times valuation within the duration of the investment (typically 
5 to 9 years). Therefore when presenting to a VC investor, evidence of customer validation 
and traction should be referenced throughout the slide deck. In addition, the go-to-mar-
ket plan should support a growth plan that meets the scaling expectations of the VC fund. 
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Tailoring your Presentation - 
Exercise

Practice your pitch.

Turn your pitch into a story

Get to the point immediately – what is your product?

Demonstrate your product (if you can) at the beginning – showing is better than 
telling

Include visually interesting relevant graphics and images

Prepare for a Q&A and be honest when answering questions

Try to explain your project to 5 y.o. or imagine you explain the idea to your 
grandmother

Do your research and get to know people you’re pitching to:

Work with your team, mentors, and advisors to identify investors that fit your 
funding needs, location, and sector.

List the specific investment criteria and priorities of each investor.

Map the investment criteria and priorities of each investor with the specific slides 
and content in your presentation.

Work with your team and mentors to gauge whether each investment criterion 
and priority is:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

included in your 
slides at all

clearly highlighted in 
the right place in the 
slide deck

deserving of more prom-
inence in your slide deck, 
including a dedicated slide.

a

b
c

d
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Design considerations 
for your slides

Powerful slides add real impact.

Impactful slides illustrate and clarify what you have to say.

By contrast, cluttered, poorly-designed slides will detract 
from your message.

The design of your slides will have a greater effect on 
your audience than many entrepreneurs realize.

GCIP-Ukraine Entrepreneur Manual 
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Inexperienced entrepreneurs commonly make the following mistakes:

Attempting to cram in as much information as possible

Adding complicated, distracting animated text and graphics

Using multiple fonts

Spelling and grammar errors

Irrelevant, distracting clip art

Tables, graphics, photos that there’s no time to discuss

Hard-to-read text

Text-heavy slides - which the presenter often reads word-for-word

Detailed projections that are far too intricate to understand quickly

Complex slides covering multiple points and their relationships
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By contrast, good slides are typically simple, clean and uncluttered:

White text on a dark background is usually your best choice

Very few words

ONE key point per slide illustrated by one image
(and sometimes ONE key point illustrated by multiple images)

Only include elements that directly illustrate the one key point 
on each slide
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It’s easy to understand why some entrepreneurs 
resist clear, simple slides.

Common objections include: “My business is too 
complex” and “There’s too much to cover – I can’t 
do it with simple slides”.

What’s more, your investor presentation should never attempt to cover everything. The investor pre-
sentation exists to build interest and excitement, not to seal the deal: investors won’t invest without 
properly understanding your business, and there’ll be plenty of time to drill down in subsequent con-
versations. You can also put your detailed projection and more sophisticated technology explanation in 
your backup slides.

YOUR JOB  is to make sure that your audience understands what you do. YOUR job is to 
enthuse your audience with your vision. Your slides don’t replace your explanations – they 
are there to support them.

These are seemingly fair and reasonable observa-
tions. But they miss the point:

Your slides are NOT there to describe your busi-
ness: YOU are.
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These are the slides you add at the end of your main deck (after the slide that indi-
cates you’ve finished and gives your contact information). 

Backup slides are typically of the following three types:

Slides for questions you expect to be asked: When 
you rehearse your deck in front of industry experts, 
judges, prospective investors and other key people, 
make a note of the questions they ask you. Then 
build a slide for each of the questions that come up 
repeatedly, or are complex to answer and for which 
an illustration might help. Your detailed financials 
and product roadmap belong in backup slides, not 
the main deck.

Slides that cover points you believe merit more attention: it’s possible that you have one or more 
points that you covered quickly in the main presentation to which you could add impressive de-
tail. And there may be one or two important points that you didn’t manage to cover at all.

Slides that handle objections: You 
should be handling objections 
throughout your deck. For exam-
ple, if your IP isn’t strong, then be 
sure to address IP early and often. 
And add a slide in your backup 
slides that doubles down on ev-
erything you are doing to protect 
your IP.

1

3

2

Backup slides



As with your slides, simplicity rules the day. Start with the premise that your audience knows 
nothing about you, your technology, your market. In a GCIP judging presentation, it’s more than 
likely that this is true for most or all of the judges. 

Eliminate jargon. If you must include technical terms, explain them.

As a rule, you will be remembered for how you started and how you finish. 

That means

Capture attention quickly:

End on a high note:

There’s no single presentation style that will appeal to every audience. Here are some pointers 
that will help you gauge and present appropriately:

Keep It Simple

Top and Tail

1

2

a

b

Cover your best stuff early on. 
Tell us quickly why you’re dif-
ferent, and how and why your 
product is going to rule the 
world.

Use a summarizing statement 
that reminds your audience of 
your key differentiator.

Present clearly, firmly - and enthusiastically. Enthusi-
asm is infectious – and so is boredom. And yet many 
amateur presenters when starting GCIP appear bored! 
Take a deep breath, remember what most excited you 
about your project, smile, and give your presentation 
the enthusiasm it deserves.

Finish cleanly and confidently.. 

Don’t let your voice taper away but give your final 
words an extra punch.

GCIP-Ukraine Entrepreneur Manual 
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When you’re preparing, practice in front of a mirror 
or (better) a video camera. 

Watch and listen to how you communicate 

In particular look out for your:

Body language. 
Do you have an open, relaxed stance? Or are 
you tense, pacing, stiff? Practice relaxing your 
shoulders, arms, chest, stomach, legs – research 
shows that relaxing your body will in turn help 
relax your mind.

Smile!   
Do you have a light, enthusiastic expres-
sion throughout? 

Smile, and you’ll audience might smile 
with you. A smile will also help you feel 
better.

REMEMBER! 

about different kinds of presentation for different purposes:

to present personally (less text on slides)

- to send it by email, etc. (more text on slides)
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It is easiest to control a presentation with a single presenter. We suggest you stick to a single 
presenter unless you have a good time to rehearse and, ideally, you have access to an experi-
enced mentor who has previously coached co-presenting teams.

In all cases, be sure to bring all the key people to an important pre-
sentation unless you have answers to all the questions you might be 
asked. The chief technologist or inventor should be present at GCIP 
judging and at every important investor presentation. Your CEO and/
or marketing strategist should be there unless you know the compa-
ny’s strategy in detail. While it is fine to say you don’t have an answer 
to a sophisticated question (always tell the truth!) it is not sufficient to 
respond that you don’t understand key product details or can’t explain 
how you will acquire customers. 

28

Presenting alone or as a team

If you have the time and expertise to get it right, a team presentation can be much 
more interesting. You will need to rehearse who will handle which points and ensure 
you have smooth hand off from one presenter to another.

A simple variant 
is to bring in other team members who introduce themselves the 
audience or say a few words at the start or end of the presentation.
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The job of your elevator pitch is 
to grab attention and to pique 
curiosity. It’s the door opener 
for a presentation.

The role of the investor presentation is to deliver a compel-
ling introduction to the key aspects of your business, and to 
persuade an investor that you understand how to turn an 
exciting innovation into a profitable enterprise. It’s the door 
opener for more detailed conversations and, ultimately, we 
hope, for full due diligence on your company leading up to 
an investment.

One benefit of simplified slides is 
that you can quickly learn to pres-
ent without them.

29

Elevator pitch vs investor pitch

Presenting without slides: 
the extended elevator pitch

IN SUMMARY,

the elevator pitch and investor pitch each have 
a different job to do.

Neither is designed to secure an investment. Both are important stepping stones:

Because the slides reinforce your message rather than at-
tempting to carry it, you will find that you can use the flow 
as the basis for a three-to-five minute explanation of your 
business.
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Start with the elevator pitch as shown above

Add key key elements from your investor presentation, notably:

Team: Why your team is uniquely suited to develop this technology and will be 
successful in bringing the product to market 

Technology

Your secret sauce

Validation

Traction: any orders or evidence that orders are coming

Market:

Market size

Go-to-market strategy

Validation (interviews 

Partnerships  (if you have any impressive partnerships signed)

Vision: What’s your grand, exciting, inspiring plan?

For the extended elevator pitch:

As with your investor pitch, consider how you should answer objections, and be 
sure to weave in ‘objection handlers’ throughout.

1

2

a

c

e

b

d

f
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Questions and Answer (Q&A) sessions in GCIP immediately follow your presentation.

Successful Q&A Sessions

When presenting to investors, you may find that they will 
politely wait until you have finished your presentation, or 
that they will ask questions as you go along. Be ready to 
handle both formats.

If you are interrupted by questions, answer each of them 
quickly and comprehensively – and then -- unless it’s truly 
clear that the investor wants you to stop and answer more 
questions -- continue with your presentation. If you let the 
question derail you, you won’t cover the key points that 
an investor needs to see – and so you likely won’t get the 
thumbs up needed to get you to the next meeting.

Answering questions both quickly and comprehensively takes some practice. A typical 
answer should take you no more than 15 seconds, 30 seconds at the outside. Some 
entrepreneurs feel obliged to let one sentence drift into the next, drilling down into more 
and more detail. Some answer the question, then move on to answer related questions, 
then perhaps show a few backup slides on unrelated topics for good measure.

Resist these temptations. 

Rehearse answering questions comprehensively and quickly. 

That means listening to the question and answering the question 
and only the question.
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Before you leave the room – in person, or 
video meeting, or conference call - do all 
you reasonably can to clarify and solidify the 
next step.

In most cases, that means the next meeting: 
a date and time in everyone’s calendar.

Post-Presentation:  
Getting the Next Meeting

Each meeting with an investor takes you 
a step closer to (or a step further away 
from) an investment.

It could also mean due diligence: a member of the in-
vestor’s team needs to ask you some questions or carry 
out some research. Again, ideally, establish a date and 
time.

If you can’t get a meeting set before you leave, be sure 
to follow up as soon as possible afterwards.

Many investors are very hard to contact – slow to respond to emails, hard to get on the telephone. Pro-
fessional venture capitalists are notoriously tough because they typically spend such a large proportion 
of their time in meetings, including innumerable pitches from entrepreneurs and board meetings with 
portfolio companies. The good news is that professional investors are much more likely to have an as-
sistant. Don’t waste too much time trying to contact someone who doesn’t have time to respond – if 
possible, reach out instead to the more junior staff.

If you can’t get a response from an investor directly or indirectly, stay in touch nevertheless. Many inves-
tors are impressed by dogged persistence.

But you need to be more intelligent and strategic than just leaving messages and firing off 
texts and emails saying “Hey, when are we meeting again?”

Instead, find meaningful reasons to reach out:

“We’ve just updated our software and added 
rocket blasters to the main screen”

“We have a launch event – come along next 
Wednesday at 6 – excellent food!”

“Happy birthday!”

If you’re not getting through via email, try 
other channels: text, phone, LinkedIn, social 
media – it could be that your quarry is more 
responsive to one medium than another.

!
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As you can imagine, we’ve seen and heard much to enthuse us in many countries over the years since 
GCIP started. And we’ve seen many entrepreneurs shoot themselves in the foot through avoidable 
rookie mistakes, many of which are covered in the pages above.

Here, so it’s all out on the table, is a summary of some of the biggest issues:  

Common Presentation Mistakes

Conclusion

This guide is, we believe, a useful adjunct to the GCIP training pro-
gramme. As with so much else we will cover with you as you partic-
ipate, it’s only useful if you apply it – and throw us your thoughts, 
ideas and questions.

Complexity: is high up the list of presentation blunders. Many of the pitches we see in the early 
stages of GCIP are simply incomprehensible. The presenter assumes the audience understands her 
industry as well as she does – which can often mean, even after listening hard for 10 minutes to a 
torrent of scientific observations and marketing statistics, we still have absolutely no idea what the 
company does.

Vagueness: At the other end of the spectrum is an almost total lack of detail. Some entrepreneurs 
make broad claims: “Our customers love us”. “We’re the best in the industry”. But these things are 
glib and meaningless if not backed up by relevant facts. “In survey of 100 retailers last month, 87 
store owners told us they would stock the LeafZap”.

Technology: Many entrepreneurs spend all their time describing the technology, leaving no time ex-
plaining how they plan to take their product to market. Others gloss over the technology, describing 
what it does but with no hint as to how it does it, or how a startup has credibly cracked problems 
that have foxed brilliant, well-resourced engineering teams for decades. Neither approach works.

Enthusiasm: A bored-sounding presenter loses his audience – and so does an overzealous one. Yes, 
entrepreneurs can be too enthusiastic – so enthusiastic, in fact, that they fail to listen to valid criti-
cisms, ignore customer complaints, and sound defensive when asked probing questions by judges 
and investors. And their answers to questions sometimes take five minutes instead of fifteen sec-
onds – and still don’t answer the question that was asked in the first place.
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